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M r Chairman, we congratulate you on the working paper that you have presented under this agenda 
i tem. The paper is comprehensive and the format is useful in the way that it organises discussion 
on the various issues. 

Our intervention is intended as a response to your paper, rather than a selective discussion under the 
theme, and we trust that you and the other members of the Working Group will appreciate our 
views. It is important to stress that we agree very much will most, if not all, of the information you 
have provided, and we hope that the document might be further developed as a reference paper in 
the UN human rights network. 

[t is important to state at this point we agree with all of your recommendations and urge that these 
recommendations, or refined versions of those recommendations, are pursued. From this premise 
we would like to offer the following responses. 

The concept of 'conflict resolution' should be approached with qualification that many of the 
issued, concerns and complaints of Indigenous Peoples are about injustice, and that ' justice ' is not 
necessarily a process of compromise, or 'split the difference' between two parties with grievances. 
It is not impudent to say that States, and transnational corporations, should be offering endless 
thanks to Indigenous Peoples for their (States and TNC) exploitative profits and gains at the 
expense of Indigenous Peoples. Surely grievances only arise from these parties if they are 
prevented or prohibited from expoitation (or if Indigenous Peoples are perceived as social 
afflictions by the State after our lands and resources have been acquired). 

'Conflict resolution' must be understood in its context within the administration of justice. For 
example , the report before the Commission on Human Rights on Civil and Political Rights, entitled 
'The right to a remedy and reparation for victims of violations on international human rights and 
humanitarian law' (E/CN.4/2004/57), talks of obligations, rights, victims and perpetrators, and 
examines the victim's rights to substantial and procedural remedies. We suggest that the ongoing 
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examinat ion of conflict resolution - which we understand is intended to be an "olive branch ' to 
States to talk with us, as Indigenous Peoples - be kept in the context of administration of justice. 

Fol lowing, Mr Chairperson, we remind the Working Group that the Draft Declaration on the Rights 
of Indigenous Peoples was intended, from twenty years ago. to be a solution to conflict resolution. 
I quote from the current document to ECOSOC on the review of the International Decade on the 
Wor ld ' s Indigenous Peoples when I say: 

The Program of Activities identified as objectives of the Decade the promotion and protection of the 
human rights of indigenous peoples, their empowerment to make choices which enable them to 
retain their cultural identity, their participation in political, economic and social life. The adoption 
of the draft UN declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples before the end of the decade 
WOULD BE AN ESSENTIAL VEHICLE [sic] for f/us. fpam 18. UN document E / 2 0 W 8 2 . 2* June 2004) 

The international community continues to procrastinate when human rights of the Indigenous 
Peoples are abused. The Australian Government , Mr Chairman, responded to the recent legal 
'd iscovery ' of 'native ' title over land by legislating to reduce or extinguish much of the Indigenous 
title, legslating to increase non-Indigenous rights over 'native title' and directing legal funds for 
native title arbitrations away from Indigenous Peoples and to non-Indigenous contestants. 
Although CERD identified these breaches of international law four years ago, no remedy has been 
pursued with Australia by human rights agencies within the UN. 

A similar situation now exists in New Zealand where that State, at the urgings of the dominant non-
Indigenous populations, is about to enact racially-discriminatory laws against the Maori. While this 
happens our best efforts at the UN will be directed towards developing another set of words for the 
next twenty years. The WGIP should note that Indigenous Peoples must have immediate access to 
remedies available within the UN, including more serious responses from States to international 
calls for human rights of Indigenous Peoples, such as the Durban Declaration on racism. 

"Mr Chairman, regarding the format of your paper, we would like to present one very small 
observation - that the heading under Part I ( 'Basic Root Causes . . . ' ) . section C, may be better 
entitled as 'Respect of Historical Under takings ' . We consider that headline references to 'Trea t ies ' , 
which we know is a controversial word for many States, may be better received by States under Part 
III, which deals with mechanisms for conflict resolution. That is, ' treaties' should be seen and 
promoted, at least, as a solution. W e do not see any problems in the existing text in Part 1(C). 

O n recommendations, Mr Chairman, we support each of your recommendations and add the 
following proposals: 

that the working paper on conflict resolution continue to be developed; 
that all States which share territories with Indigenous Peoples immediately issue an open 
invitation to the Special Rapporteur on the Rights and Freedoms of Indigenous Peoples, 
with the intention of enhancing their existing conflict resolution mechanisms on Indigenous-
related issues; 
that the WGIP urge, in the most emphatic language, the responsibility of States to comply 
with standards on human rights and to appropriately respond to recommendations for human 
rights compliance, where specifically they are specifically directed towards the issues of 
Indigenous Peoples: 
that Madam Daes' paper on "Indigenous Peoples and Land' (E/CN.4/Sub.2/2001/21) be a 
document available during any ongoing W G I P agenda item on 'Conflict Resolution' ; 
that two documents of the Sub-Commission - o n 'reparation for victims' and ' transnational 
corporations and human rights standards ' - be available during further WGIP discussions. 


